• Many GE courses (sections) are linked with other GE courses, with each link spanning two areas of GE.
• GE Areas A3 and E (6 units) are merged and distributed across three levels of GE courses in order to facilitate the links; the links provide integration of core skills and ideas from different GE areas, while fostering lifelong habits of active inquiry and critical thinking.
• Students must participate in at least one core link at each of three levels of GE described below.
• No change in Diversity Requirements.
• Code Course may double-count as GE for the BS degree, but not for the BA degree.
• No Upper-Division Themes, but links provide integration and connections, including connections with the majors.

**Gateway Skills: 11 units**

- Most course sections are linked, providing different perspectives on Gateway skills.
- Sections of UNIV 100 (2 units) facilitate the links, providing integration of core skills, including critical thinking.
- Students participate in at least one Gateway link.

**Discipline Basics: 35 units**

- Links exist between pairs of courses from different areas.
- UNIV 200 or 300 (2 units) facilitates the link, provides integration of ideas, reinforces Gateway skills, including critical thinking skills, in context.
- UNIV 200 links lower-division courses; UNIV 300 is used if at least one linked course is upper-division.
- Students participate in at least one link at this level.
- Upper-division GE requirements are included here.

**Integration with the Major: 2 Units**

A senior project with an interdisciplinary faculty committee, chaired by a faculty from the major discipline and including at least one member representing an(other) area of GE.